OPTIMAL BALANCING AND CONTROL OF A DYNAMIC LOAD DEMAND IN A GRID CONNECTED HYBRID SYSTEM USING FEED–IN TARIFF APPROACH
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we have proposed, designed and simulated a grid connected residential smart home system benefiting from hybrid energy system (HES) for optimal balancing and control of a dynamic load using Feed–in Tariffs (FiT) tariffs by increasing the onsite self–consmption of solar PV system. To achieve the object function, two different PV system configuration scenarios were designed, simulated and analyzed for different case studies. In first scenario, PV system without battery backup storage system (BBSS) under FiT scheme with flat tariffs was investigated for a typical day of winter and summer. In second scenario, PV system with BBSS under FiT scheme with ToU tariffs was investigated again for a typical day of winter and summer. The optimal balancing and dynamic load control can be achieved by increasing the penetration level of solar PV by maximizing the onsite self–consumption of PV system, minimizing the grid electricity import in high ToU tariff periods, charging the battery during low ToU tariffs, discharging the battery during high ToU tariffs and exporting the excessive PV generation in peak PV generation periods especially in summer season. The simulated results suggest that significant revenue can be saved, and optimal balancing and control can be achieved when PV system is configured with BBSS under FiT scheme by utilizing ToU tariffs. The proposed will be more cost effective and optimal control can be achieved if implemented to residential community microgrids by using cooperative game theory approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The superfluous usage of energy resources by humans for the luxurious living standards and ever increasing industrialization and commercialization for sustainable growth have put the serious stress on energy reserves especially on non-renewable as in near past no major discovery of energy source reserves have been found around the globe (Halepoto, Uqaili & Chowdhry, 2014). This is a gigantic concerned situation as this can limit the sustainable growth around the globe. According to world energy reports, it is anticipated that with current rate of energy resources utilization, the oil, natural gas and coal reserves will last to only for 50, 75 and 140 years for an average to the globe if no other major discovery is being made (Narula, 2019). This situation has shifted the more focus on the utilization of renewable energy resources (solar, wind) and energy conservation techniques in form of Demand Side Management (Sahito, Halepoto, Uqaili, Memon, Larik & Mahar, 2015). As the matter of fact, this world has strong solar irradiation potential and wind belts which are being used but the penetration level needs to be increased (Sahito, Arain, Halepoto, Soomro & Jumani, 2016). As compared to wind turbines, the solar irradiation intensity is easily available and can be utilize optimally for energy generation (Kaplan, Agalar & Bildircin, 2019). Similarly Demand Side Management (DSM) being the promising approach is the main research area and resulting significantly to reduce, schedule, manage and optimize the energy consumption at consumer side of the power utility distribution system (Ahmed, Levorato & Li, 2018). With DSM, the utility can introduce the price incentive in form of ToU. During high load stress periods, high on peak ToU tariffs and during low load stress, low ToU tariffs can be offered. This will mutually benefit the consumer in billing and utility grid in reducing the system stress load. If these two promising areas can be integrated in a systematic way that a grid connected HES can be developed to utilize both the renewable distributed energy resources (DERs) like solar or wind turbine when they are available naturally and at the same time in the periods when these sources are not available, then optionally utility grid can be utilized accordingly where utility can offer ToU tariffs conditionally. This will form a type
of grid connected microgrid system, such HES will not only increase the DERs penetration level but will also reduce the stress to non-renewable resources and at the same can be cost effective and will reduce carbon emission significantly (Ju, Wang, Goel & Xu, 2018).

In this connection a major concern is that when the conventional utility grid is to be utilize and when non-conventional DERs to be utilized. The optimal balancing and control of such HES need to be investigated especially considering the availability of DERs and DSM. In this paper we are proposing an optimal balancing and control of a dynamic load demand in a grid connected HES system (solar PV and utility grid) using DSM techniques. The PV system will be integrated with utility grid and based on requirement the load can be import and to and from utility grid and PV generation system. This will generate different scenario of utilizing the onsite PV system generation and utilization, PV to be export to grid, generated PV load to be stored in batteries, load directly utilized the utility grid based on flat and ToU tariffs prices offered by utilities.

The rest of paper is organized as under: In section 2, the proposed system under the study is presented by considering different input parameters and an object function is formulated to achieve the optimal balancing and control of dynamic load. In section 3, a PV system is configured by using two case scenarios to investigate the impact of battery storage and incentive based pricing. The work is concluded in section 4.

2. SYSTEM UNDER STUDY– INPUT PARAMETERS AND MODELING

In this paper, system under study is a grid connected residential microgrid considering of a utility grid, smart meter for consumer–utility bidirectional communication and to update about the electricity pricing, solar photovoltaic (PV) system, solar PV generation meter, a BBSS, DC to AC inverter and charger, residential consumer load data profile as shown in Figure 1. The system configuration of the proposed residential home model is based on object function
formulation, 24 hour load profile, flat and ToU tariffs, solar PV generation and feed in tariff (FiT) data.

Figure 1. System under Study with Residential PV–Battery Storage Configuration.

2.1. MATHEMATICAL OBJECT FUNCTION FORMULATION

The two main parameters of object function are where defines the selected days of year and is the of set of one hour periods in selected days. This object function is formulated by Eq. 1 and 2. Eq. 1 maximize the solar PV self-consumption through FiT and Eq. 2 minimize the utility grid import using flat and ToU tariff cases with and without BBSS. The formulated object function is evaluated for FiT scheme, flat tariff and ToU tariffs.

\[
\text{Object Function} = \max \sum_{(d_y, t_h)} PV(d_y, t_h) \times PV_{新时代} + PV_{on site generation} + PV_{battery charging} \\
+ PV_{export} \times \Delta t \ldots (1)
\]

\[
\text{Object Function} = \min \sum_{(d_y, t_h)} PV(d_y, t_h) \times PV_{新时代} - Grid_{flat tariff} - Grid_{ToU tariff} - Grid_{electricity import} \\
- Grid_{battery charging} \times \Delta t \ldots (2)
\]
2.2. LOAD PROFILE DATA

The selected residential smart home load data were measured and recorded by using smart meter for 365 days. The minimum recorded load was 0.7 kW and the maximum recorded load was 6 kW.

2.3. FEED IN TARIFFS (FIT)

The FiT tariff combines the generation and export tariffs. The generation tariffs define every kWh of PV generated energy being paid and the export tariff defines every kWh of energy being exported.

2.4. FLAT TARIFFS

Although nowadays in developed countries ToU tariffs are being implemented but in countries like Pakistan we still do have flat tariff system which is mostly are slab based tariffs. In this work, to import the electricity, flat tariffs are proposed at Rs. 12/kWh for 24-hour load on a selected day.

2.5. TOU TARIFFS

The load profile is very dynamic as it depends on many factors, but this variability of load profile can be managed if ToU tariffs to be during on and off peak periods in form high and low tariffs than routine tariffs. This will give an option to a consumer to get benefit of ToU to reduce electricity bill and at the same reducing utility system stress in on peak hours. This approach is mutually beneficial for both consumer and the utility. The proposed ToU tariffs are shown in Figure 2.
Although, ToU approach is very attractive for residential consumer when utility offers off peak periods but in periods of on peak hours, the potential of solar PV can be used as an grid connected microgrid source not only to fulfill own needs in on peak periods but can export to the utility in case surplus through battery backup storage system.

2.6. SOLAR PV GENERATION DATA AND TARIFFS

The total installed solar PV generation capacity of the proposed system is 6.5 kW. The PV generation data is obtained and recorded through hourly smart meter readings. The cost of PV generation is estimated by FiT scheme, where 14.5 Rs/kWh is set as an import generation tariff and 7.5 Rs/kWh is finalized as export tariff.

2.7. BATTERY BACKUP STORAGE SYSTEM

Due to the intermittent nature of solar PV and non–linear load consumer requirements, BBSS is the potential solution to maximize the self–consumption of solar PV and to optimize the import generation tariffs and export tariffs by benefiting from the FiT scheme and ToU tariffs (Bakhshi & Sadeh, 2018). Figure 3 shows the 24 hour load profile of a selected day illustrating the actual and average load consumption profile of test case home which confirms load unevenness.
Figure 3. Solar power utilization into BBSS for energy shifting during on–off periods.

The high peak load is 5.2kWh at 22nd hour of the day, while off peak load is 1kWh between 4 to 7 hours of the day. The average load consumption is 3.14kWh. This graph confirms the presence of both the on peak and off peak periods. The BBSS will maximize the solar PV usage periods by storing the excess PV power during on peak hours tariff.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN SCENARIOS: SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Two case scenarios are designed, modeled and simulated two objective functions as described in Eq. 1 and 2. Test case scenario 1 and 2 are designed, simulated and analyzed for PV System under FiT scheme without BSS at Flat Tariff and PV System under FiT scheme with BSS at ToU.

3.1. CASE SCENARIO 1: PV SYSTEM UNDER FIT SCHEME WITHOUT BSS AT FLAT TARIFFS

In this case scenario, as there is no battery storage system, so the smart home consumer is supposed to buy and use the grid electricity at flat tariffs set by utility
grid. The designed PV generation system configuration without BSS for case scenario 1 is shown in Figure 4. At the utility grid side, smart meters indicate the electricity import (to be purchased from PV) and export rates (to be sell to PV consumer) through import and export meters. On the other hand, solar PV generation meter indicate the overall PV generation over the defined periods. Based on PV generation and load demand consumer decide to sell or purchase the electricity to and from utility grid. Based on object function presented in Eq. 1 and 2, system designed in Figure 4 is simulated for the 365 days of the year. To represent the seasonal cases the one day is selected from winter and summer to analyses the both the grid and PV generation, load demand and electricity import or export without BSS.

![Figure 4. PV system design configuration without BSS under FiT and Flat Tariffs.](image)

Traditionally winter season represents the low PV generation and maximum grid electricity loads due to low solar irradiance. Based on object function presented in Eq. 1, the system designed in Figure 4 is trained for the 365 days and simulated and analyzed for one selected day of the winter. On a selected day of winter, in early hours of the morning, the meet the load demand, the electricity is required to be imported from the utility, as the solar irradiance will be low. As the day progress, the solar irradiance increases so the PV generation thus electricity import from the grid decreases accordingly. Similarly PV used onsite for self–consumption and PV exported in cases when the PV generation meets and excess the load demand accordingly. These results are shown in Figure 5. During winter due to low PV generation most of power is consumed onsite and PV export is very low. On the period of day (after 17th hour) when the PV generation is not available,
the grid electricity is imported to meet the load demand at flat tariffs defined by utility grid. This will increase the cost or consumer electricity bill.

![PV system power profile without battery in winter](image1)

**Figure 5.** Power profiles of the PV system without battery storage system in winter.

In summer, the potential solar irradiance will be at its maximum intensity while electric grid requirements can be low but overall load demand can be increased due to high temperature. The results of power profile without BSS in summer are shown in Figure 6.

![PV system power profile without battery in summer](image2)

**Figure 6.** Power profiles of the PV system without battery storage system in summer.
The results confirm that there is a significant PV generation especially at mid of the day and reaches to its peak at 13\textsuperscript{th} hour of the day. During PV generation periods, the grid electricity import is zero as PV power is more than onsite requirement and can be exported to the utility. But as there is no BSS installed, so the excess PV power is sold to the utility grid at low export tariffs.

3.2. CASE SCENARIO 2: PV SYSTEM UNDER FIT SCHEME WITH BSS AT TOU TARIFFS

This case scenario a PV system configuration is designed with BSS with FiT scheme by using ToU tariffs. The system configuration is shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. PV system design configuration with BSS under FiT and ToU Tariffs.](image)

Figure 8 shows the results of PV system power profiles under FiT scheme and ToU tariffs on a selected day of winter. Load demand of the selected home is considered same as presented in Figure 5.

![Figure 8. ToU tariff power profiles in winter.](image)
Considering the ToU tariffs presented in Figure 2, during low ToU tariff periods (between 1:00 to 6:00 hours), the maximum electricity is purchased from the utility grid and at the same time BBSS is also charged from the utility grid. Similarity during maximum PV irradiation periods, BBSS is charged from solar PV (between 8:00 to 17:00 hours). This BBSS from the both grid charging and PV charging is utilized optimally when ToU tariffs are high (between 17:00 to 24:00 hours). On the contrary, the selected day power profiles of winter are shown in Figure 9. Load demand of the selected home is considered same as presented in Figure 6.

![ToU Tariffs power flow profiles with battery storage in summer](image)

**Figure 9.** ToU tariff power profiles in winter.

Since in summer the generation from solar PV is significantly higher than the load demand, so battery charging either from PV or from utility grid is not required in typical PV generation hours (between 6:00 to 19:00) and after meeting own load requirements the excessive PV generation is exported to the utility grid at the low FiT export tariffs. This confirms that in summer the battery charging requirement is significantly low than in winter, whereas the required battery charging for usage of hours when no PV generation is available on site (between 19:00 to 6:00 hours), either low ToU tariffs or optimal FiT tariffs can be opted.
4. CONCLUSION

The main objective of this research work is to propose an optimal balancing and control of dynamic load demand in a grid connected hybrid system using PV system with and without battery backup storage system. For this purpose two different PV system configuration were designed, modeled and evaluated for different case studies. In first scenario, PV system without BBSS under FiT scheme with flat tariffs was investigated for a typical day of winter and summer. In second scenario, PV system with BBSS under FiT scheme with ToU tariffs was investigated again for a typical day of winter and summer. After detailed analysis of case scenario’s it was concluded a significant economy can be saved and optimal balancing and control can be achieved when PV system is configured with BBSS under FiT scheme by utilizing ToU tariffs.
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